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Abstract.
We give two characterizations of a one-dimensional Henselian domain. If (A, Âf) is a local domain of Krull dimension at least two, or if
(A, JK) is a one-dimensional Henselian local domain, then a polynomial / in
A[T] is Weierstrass if and only if (Jf, T) is the only maximal ideal of A[T]
that contains /.

1. Introduction
Let (A, J?) be a local ring. A polynomial / in the polynomial ring A[T] is
called a Weierstrass polynomial if / is monic and all the other coefficients of /
are in Jf. A Weierstrass polynomial in A[T] is contained in only one maximal
ideal of A[T] ; namely, (Jf, T). Does this property characterize Weierstrass
polynomials? The answer to this question is affirmative in the case when A
is a domain of Krull dimension at least two. In the one-dimensional case, we
find a connection between Weierstrass polynomials and Henselian rings. As an
interesting application of this connection, we prove that if A is a Henselian
ring and if Af is a maximal ideal in the Laurent polynomial ring A[T, T~ ],
then either Mr\A[T] or M DA[T~l] is a maximal ideal.
In the following section, we prove two theorems giving characterizations for
one-dimensional Henselian domains. In §3, we prove results about Weierstrass
polynomials and establish a connection between them and Henselian domains.
For terminology, my standard source is Nagata [2]. All rings are assumed to
be commutative and Noetherian (unless specified otherwise) with identity. By
the dimension of a ring we mean the Krull dimension.

2. One-dimensional

Henselian

domains

In this section, we give two characterizations of a one-dimensional Henselian
domain.
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Theorem 2.1. Let A be a Noetherian domain. Then the following are equivalent.

( 1) A is a one-dimensional Henselian ring.
(2) If B is a domain (^ field) such that B contains A, and that the
quotient field of B is a finite extension of the quotient field of A, then
B is integral over A .

Proof. ( 1) => (2). Let K denote the quotient field of A and let L denote that
of B . Let Â and B' denote the integral closures of A and B , respectively, in
L. Since A ç B , we have A' ç B'. Since L is a finite extension of K and A
is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain, we have that Ä is one-dimensional

Noetherian by the Krull-Akizuki Theorem [2, 33.2]. We note the quotient field
of A' is L and that A' is a normal domain. Since A is a Henselian ring, A1
is local [2, 30.5]. Thus, Ä is a discrete valuation ring [3, Proposition 3, p. 7].
As B is not a field, B' ^ L. Thus we have A1 = B1. Hence B is integral over

A, as desired.
(2) => ( 1). First let us observe that A is one-dimensional

local. Let P be

a prime ideal of A of height 1. The given hypothesis yields that A ç Ap is
an integral extension. Hence it follows that the dimension of A is one, and
that the elements of A outside P are units in A. Thus, A is a local ring
with P as its maximal ideal. Suppose that A is not Henselian. Then there
exists a domain R such that AC R is an integral extension and that R is not
quasilocal [2, 43.12]. Replacing R by its derived normal ring, we may assume
that R is normal. Since R is not a valuation ring, we can pick an element a
in the quotient field of R such that neither a nor \/a is in R . Set L = K[a],
where K is the quotient field of A. Then, since A[a] is not integral over
A, we have A[a] — L. Hence it follows that \/a is integral over A. Thus,
I/o £ R, a contradiction. Therefore, A is Henselian.
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a one-dimensional local domain. Then A is Henselian
if and only if A1 (the derived normal ring of A) is a discrete valuation ring such
that if f £ A'[T] is an irreducible polynomial of degree > 1, then either f is
monk or f(0) is a unit in Ä .
Proof. Suppose that A is Henselian. Then A1 is a normal local domain of
dimension 1. Thus, A is a discrete valuation ring [3, Proposition 3, p. 7]. Let
f £ A'[T] be an irreducible polynomial of degree > 1 . If (/) is a maximal
ideal in A'[T], then (/, n) = A'[T] where n is a uniformizing parameter of
Ä . Thus, (/) contains an element g £ A'[T] such that g(0) is a unit in A'.
Hence it follows that f(0) is a unit in Á . Suppose that (/) is not a maximal
ideal in A'[T]. Then A'[T]/(f) is an integral extension of A by Theorem 1.2,
hence that of A1. Therefore, / must be a monic polynomial.
Conversely, suppose that Ä is a discrete valuation ring with the given property for irreducible polynomials in A'[T\. In order to prove that A is Henselian,
we show that if R is a domain such that A ç R is an integral extension, then
R is quasilocal. So, let A ç R be an integral extension. We show that R1,
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the derived normal ring of R, is a valuation domain. Then we would have
that R is quasilocal. Let a ^ 0 £ q(R), the quotient field of R. Then a is
algebraic over A, a fortiori, over A'. Let / be an irreducible polynomial in
A'[T] satisfied by a. If / is monic, then a is integral over A1, and hence
over A. Thus a £ R'. If f(0) is a unit, then \/a is integral over A1 and
we conclude that \/a £ R1. Thus, R' is a valuation domain, and the proof is
complete.

3. Weierstrass

polynomials

Let (A, Jf) be a quasilocal ring. A monic polynomial f £ A[T] is called a
Weierstrass polynomial if / = Tn + al Tn" -\-han,
where each a¡■£ ^# .
If / is a Weierstrass polynomial then (J?, T) is the only maximal ideal
of A[T] that contains /.
It is easy to verify that if (./#, T) is the only
maximal ideal of A[T] that contains the monic polynomial /, then / must
be a Weierstrass polynomial. However, there may be nonmonics / £ A[T] such
that (J?, T) is the only maximal ideal of A[T] that contains f. For instance,
let (A, J£) denote the local ring K[X](X), where X is an indeterminate over
the field K. Then the maximal ideal (-#, T) is the only maximal ideal of

A[T] that contains the irreducible element f=T2X

+ T + X in A[T]. This

observation leads us to the following definition.

Definition. Let (A, J£) be a quasilocal ring. Let us call a polynomial / in
A[T] pseudo-Weierstrass if (^#, T) is the only maximal ideal of A[T] that
contains /.
Clearly a Weierstrass polynomial is pseudo-Weierstrass. We have observed
that a monic pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial is Weierstrass.
Let (A, y%) be a local domain and let Á denote its derived normal ring.
The Mori-Nagata Theorem [2, 33.10] states that Ä is a quasi-semi-local Krull
domain and all the maximal ideals in A' lie over Jl . Let us denote the maximal
ideals in Á by Jfx, ... ,J(r.
Then A'[T] is an integral extension of A[T]
and (Jfx, T), ... , (Jfr, T) are the only maximal ideals of A'[T] that lie over
(Jf, T). h is easy to check that / G A[T] is a pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial
if and only if (JfK, T), ... , (J?r, T) are the only maximal ideals of A'[T]
that contain /. Let us specialize this situation to the case when A is a onedimensional local domain. Then A is a semilocal Dedekind domain. Thus,
A1 is a principal ideal domain [3, Corollary, p. 12] with nonzero prime ideals
dfx, ... ,dfr. There are two types of maximal ideals in A'[T] ; the ones of
height 2 contain some ^ , and the others are principal. Note that if / £ A'[T]
is a generator of a height one maximal ideal in A'[T], then f(0) is a unit in
A1. Using this notation, in the next couple of propositions we give a complete
description of pseudo-Weierstrass polynomials over Noetherian domains.
Proposition 3.1. Let (A,¿#) be a local domain of dimension > 1. Then pseudoWeierstrass polynomials in A[T] are precisely the Weierstrass ones.
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Proof. Let / = a0T" + a{Tn~l + • • ■+ an £ A[T] be a pseudo-Weierstrass
polynomial. We shall show that a0 £ Jf. Let Jtx be a maximal ideal of A
that lies over Jf. Set jR = Á^ . Then we have that / is a pseudo-Weierstrass
polynomial in R[T]. Note that R is a Krull ring. If we show that a0 £ Jfx ,
then we will have that a0 £ ^. Thus, for our proof, we may as well assume
that (A, Jf) is a quasilocal Krull domain. Let us suppose that aQ £ ^. Since
(A, Jf) is a quasilocal Krull domain of dimension > 1, we can find an element
p £ Jf such that a0 is not a zero-divisor modulo pA. Then no element of
the set aQ + pA is a unit in the ring A[l/p]. Now it is easy to check that

the ideal I — (f, 1—pT) is a proper ideal of A[T]. Thus /, whence /, is
contained in a maximal ideal, necessarily distinct from (J?, T), of ^4[T], a
contradiction. Therefore a0 £ J£. Thus / is monic, and hence Weierstrass.
Since a Weierstrass polynomial is pseudo-Weierstrass, the proof is complete.

Proposition 3.2. Let (A, ^#) be a local domain of dimension one. Then a nonconstant polynomial f £ A[T] is pseudo- Weierstrass if and only if all but one of
the coefficients of f are in J£ and if g is an irreducible factor of f in A'[T]
then g(0) is not a unit in A'.
Proof. Suppose that f £ A[T] is a pseudo-Weierstrass

clearly /(O) e JtA . Since (T + ^A[T])

polynomial.

Then

is the only prime ideal in \A/Jf\T\

that contains the element f -\-Jf A\T\, it follows that all but one of the coefficients of / are in Jf. Suppose g is an irreducible factor of / in A'[T].
If g(0) is a unit in A1, then either (g) is a maximal ideal or is contained in
the maximal ideal of A'[T] different from the ones that lie over (Jf, T). In
either case, we conclude that / is contained in a maximal ideal in A[T] other
than (J£, T), a contradiction. Hence, g(0) is not a unit.
Conversely, suppose that / has the property described above. We observe

that f(0) £ Jf.

Thus, / e (Jf, T). Suppose that Af is a maximal ideal in

A[T] that contains /. If ht(M) = 2, then M contains Jf. As exactly one
coefficient of / is a unit, we have that T e M, and hence M is (J?, T).
Suppose that ht(Af) = 1 . Let M1 be a maximal ideal in A'[T] that lies over
M. Then M' has height one. If g is a generator of M1 then g(0) is a unit in
A' and g is a factor of /, a contradiction. Thus, (JK, T) is the only maximal
ideal in A[T] that contains /, and so / is a pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial.
Corollary 3.3. Let
nomial f e A[T]
one coefficient of
Weierstrass if and

(A,n) be a discrete valuation ring. Then an irreducible polyis pseudo-Weierstrass if and only if f(0) e nA, and exactly
f is a unit. A reducible polynomial f e A[T] is pseudoonly if each irreducible factor of f is so.

We already noticed that not every one-dimensional domain A enjoys the
property that every pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial in A[T] is Weierstrass. Now
we show that a Henselian domain enjoys this property.

Proposition 3.4. Let A be a Henselian domain of dimension one. Then a pseudoWeierstrass polynomial in A[T] is Weierstrass.
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Proof. Let / be a pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial in A[T]. Let A1 be the
derived normal ring of A . Then Á is a discrete valuation ring and we note
that / is a pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial in A'[T]. By Corollary 3.3, each
irreducible factor of / is pseudo-Weierstrass. Thus, each irreducible factor of
/ is monic in A'[T] by Theorem 2.2. Hence / is monic in A'[T]. Since Â
is integral over A , f is monic in A[T]. Thus / is Weierstrass.
Proposition 3.5. Let A be a Henselian domain of dimension one. Then for any
maximal ideal M in A[T, T~ ], either Mr\A[T] or M(~)A[T~ ] is a maximal

ideal.
Proof. If A' is the derived normal ring of A, then it suffices to prove that
for any maximal ideal M in A'[T, T~l] either MnA'[T]
or MC}Á[T~X]
is a maximal ideal. Thus, we may replace A by its derived normal ring and
assume that A is a Henselian discrete valuation ring. If ht(Af) = 2, then both
M n A[T] and M n A[T~ ] are maximal. Suppose that ht(Af) = 1 . Then
Mf)A[T] = (g) for some irreducible polynomial g of degree > 1 in A[T]. If
(g) is a maximal ideal in A[T] then there is nothing more to prove. Otherwise,
we note that g is a pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial. By Proposition 3.4, g is
Weierstrass. Then we observe that MnA[T~ ] is a maximal ideal.
Remark. It would be a very nice theorem to prove that a one-dimensional local domain is Henselian by assuming that every maximal ideal in A[T, T~l]
contracts to a maximal ideal in A[T] or in A[T~1]. It is not hard to prove
that the above hypothesis implies at least that A', the derived normal ring of
A, is local and hence a discrete valuation ring. To see this, let p], p2, ... , pr
be all the distinct (nonassociate) primes in A1. Suppose that r > 1 . Let
ao = P\Pi•"Pr"
For each J = 1 » 2,..., r, let a,. = pxp2 ■■-Pi.xPi+i • -pr.
Let / = aQ + axT + ■■■+ arTr. By Eisenstein's criterion, / is an irreducible
polynomial in A'[T]. We observe that the prime ideal fA'[T] is contained

only in the maximal ideals (p¡, T), i = \ ,2, ... , r. Thus, M = fÁ[T,

T~:]

is a maximal ideal in A'[T, T~ ], and we have that neither M n A'[T] nor
M n A'[T~ ] is a maximal ideal. By letting P = M n A[T, T~l], we obtain a
maximal ideal in A[T, T~ ] such that its contractions to A[T] and A[T~ ]
are not maximal. Thus, r — 1 and A1 is a discrete valuation ring. In the case
of a discrete valuation ring, a proof of the converse of Proposition 3.5 would
yield one for the converse of Proposition 3.4, and vice versa, as is shown below.
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a discrete valuation ring. Then for every maximal ideal

M in A[T, T~ ], either Mf)A[T]

or M n A[T~]] is a maximal ideal if and

only if every pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial in A[T] is Weierstrass.

Proof.
strass.
or M
ht(M)

Suppose that every pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial in A[T] is WeierLet M be a maximal ideal in A[T, T~1]. To show that either Mr\A[T]
n A[T~ ] is maximal, we need to consider only the situation when
— 1 . Then M n A[T] = (g), where g is an irreducible polynomial
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of degree > 1 in A[T]. Suppose that the prime ideal (g) is not maximal in
A[T]. Since gA[T, T~ ] = M is maximal, we observe that g is a pseudoWeierstrass polynomial. By hypothesis, g is Weierstrass. Since g is an irreducible Weierstrass polynomial in A[T], we have that MilA[T~~ ] is a maximal

ideal.
Conversely, suppose that / £ A[T] is a pseudo-Weierstrass polynomial. We
may assume that / is irreducible. Then the prime ideal fA[T, T~ ] is a
maximal ideal. Since fA[T] is not maximal, we have fA[T, T~ ]r\A[T~ ] is
a maximal ideal of height one in A[T~l]. As g = T~
f is a generator of
a height 1 maximal ideal in A[T~[], we have that g(0) is a unit in A . Hence
/ is monic in A[T]. Therefore, / is a Weierstrass polynomial, as required.
Let us note that if A is a Henselian local ring, then A/I also is a Henselian
local ring for any ideal / in A . The final result of the paper is the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.7. Let A be a Henselian local ring. Then for every maximal ideal
M in A[T, T~ ], either Mf)A[T] or MñA[T~ ] is a maximal ideal.

Proof. Let P = M n A. By a result of Artin and Täte [1], it follows that
dim(A/P) < 1 . We go modulo P, and then obtain the desired result via
Proposition 3.5.
Added in proof. The question posed in the remark has been answered affirmatively by Bill Heinzer, Dave Lantz, and Sylvia Wiegand and, independently, by
the author.
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